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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION

An intensive consideration of the tragic dramas of Greece from a literary standpoint.

IV. COURSE OBJECTIVES

When the student has completed the course, he or she will be able to

1. understand and appreciate the content, structure, ideas, significance, and influence of
the works of the three major Greek tragedians.

2. analyze, interpret, and evaluate specific classical dramas in relation to the essential
nature of tragedy as well as their comments on life.

3. formulate a sense of what Classic means-the sense of style which impels man, when
he has something important to say, to clothe it in beautiful and dignified style.

4. evaluate critically, both orally and in writing, the works studied.
5. begin to synthesize a view of the classical work and to compare/contrast the classical

vision with that of the contemporary world.

V. COURSE CONTENT

1. Required reading of representative plays of Aeschylus, Sophocles and
Euripides

a. intensive study of at least ten of these plays
b. lectures to provide detailed information about historical

development, plots, structure, character, chorus, language, and
presentation of the plays.

2. Required reading from the bibliography of the course.
3. Related materials chosen by each student pursuing special interests (e.g.,

history, philosophy, humanism, religion, politics of classical Greece)
4. Presentation of material (derived from #3 above) by students

a. panels or reports by students
b. one informal paper (approximately 3000 words)

VI. METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

A. Assignments

1. Reading and analyzing assigned works-plays as well as selected materials
2. Reading parts of plays in class to ensure interpretation and meaning.
3. Listening to tape recordings of good dramatic presentation of Greek plays
4. Viewing videos or movies of the tragedies; critically analyzing interpretation

and appraising their validity as measured against the text, historical context,
other works.



5. Understanding and responding to class lectures designed to give students a
critical and analytical appreciation of Greek tragedy.

6. Participation in class discussions aimed at increasing students' pleasure and
interest in reading and thinking about these plays.

B. Evaluation

1. Tests:
a. Reading quizzes on factual material
b. At least two essay examinations
c. A two-hour final essay exam which covers the whole course

2. Class participation in discussion, panels, etc.
3. Term paper
4. Conferences with instructor

C. Texts and Other Materials

Textbooks: the following is a representative list of texts that are used as either
required or supplemental:

Greek Tragedies, Vols. I, II, III, ed. Grene and Lattimore
Aristotle on Poetry and Style, trans. Grube
Smaller Classical Dictionary, Smith-Dutton
Greek Tragedy, Kitto
The Birth of Tragedy, Nietzsche
The Greek Myths, I, II, Graves
The Maculate Muse, Henderson
The Tale ofTroy, Green
Return of the Goddess, Whitmont
When God was a Woman, Stone
The Road to Eleusis, Wasson, Ruck, and Hofmann

D. Supplemental Materials

1. Maps, charts, illustrations, tapes, videos to enhance lectures
2. PBS series, video rentals, movie adaptations
3. Handouts-periodical articles, diagrams
4. Occasional materials brought in by students

E. Library and Reference Materials

1. Whatever necessary for required and voluntary reading assignments.
2. Cassette tape, video, and film materials available for students use.
3. Lists of new acquisitions by CCSF library in areas relevant to the course

content



F. Other Instruction Aids

Students will be referred to these centers to remove any specific deficiencies:
a. Learning Assistance Center
b. Media Center

VII. REQUESTED CREDIT CLASSIFICATION
Degree applicable (meets all standards of Title V,
Section 55002 (a) ).

(Accepted for Classics 35 credit by the University of California, Berkeley.)


